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Abstract
According to modern conceptualizations oil forms complex dispersed system containing disperse phase formed
of high molecular compounds: long-straight-chained hydrocarbons or asphaltene-resin compounds with high
concentration of heteroelements and metals and dispersion media formed of hydrocarbons of less molecular
weight. These days, along with traditional methods for oil treating, the new ones are appearing aimed at
transforming of high molecular compounds into smaller ones. And the role of magnetic, electromagnetic,
acoustic field’s investigations on the properties of the oil is growing. For the proper impact on oil it is necessary
to conduct deep investigations of the oil components structure changes. In this regard, considerable interest, first
of all, is quantum-chemical analysis of the relationship "carbon-carbon (C-C) and carbon – hydrogen (C-H),
which is conducted not at the molecular but at the atomic level. So the purpose of the work was to conduct the
quantum energy calculations of the parameters of electromagnetic impact on heavy hydrocarbons. With the
changes in temperature of the system, the vibration frequency of atomic bonds will be also changed.
Consequently, in any attempt to impact on petroleum components with using external excitation sources, should
be taken into account the temperature factor and must be established connection between the source of impact
and temperature. In this paper additional opportunities to specify the resonant excitation temperature of oil and
the relationship between temperature and frequency characteristics of the atoms and molecules were identified.
Keywords: pulsed NMR, bitumen-polymer binder, structural-group composition, roof waterproofing materials,
thermoplastic resins
1. Introduction
Impact on petroleum and petroleum products in various ways to alter their physicochemical properties, fractional
composition in a favorable direction is the essence of technological operations, which allow, for example, to
increase the yield of the most valuable components of petroleum – motor oil, to improve the quality of the oil
fraction, to prepare high-quality raw materials for transportation and further processing, as well as improving the
physical and chemical properties of fuels. Along with traditional methods of impact to petroleum and petroleum
products to improve their physical and chemical properties, fractional composition, there are also methods of
wave impact, which include magnetic, electromagnetic, acoustic ways of processing, and other fields on the
properties of oil (Inada, et al., 2005; Domínguez, et al., 2007; Venkatesh Kamath, et al., 2011; Kemalov, et al.,
2012).
Thus, was patented a method of increasing the yield of light oil fractions by processing with the rotary-pulsation
acoustic device (RPAD), hydrodynamic generators which creates high-frequency oscillations, which leads
treated fluid to the active (excited) state. A feature of these devices is the impact of petroleum a wide range of
frequencies.
Since petroleum is a very complex mixture of different classes of hydrocarbons, heteroatom compounds, and
they are in complex intermolecular bonds, forming a dispersed system with complex internal structure, we can
expect a wide range of vibrational spectrum of itself the petroleum. It follows that for purposeful impact on
petroleum components is necessary to choose an object of impact. In this regard, considerable interest, first of all,
is quantum-chemical analysis of the relationship “carbon-carbon (C-C) and carbon-hydrogen (C-H)”, which is
conducted not at the molecular but at the atomic level (Mukhutdinov, et al., 2011; Kemalov, et al., 2013;
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Kemalov and Kemalov, 2013; Alam and Ahmad, 2014; Arjunan, et al., 2014; Gordon, et al., 2014; Karlický, et
al., 2014; Mahdizadeh and Goharshadi, 2014). This analysis is especially important in connection with the fact
that thermal degradation, catalytic bead, and many other ways to impact on the oil feedstock are based on the
excitation, rupture and formation of these bonds (Guilbert, et al., 2014; Kaminski, et al., 2001).
In addition, with the changes in temperature of the system, the vibration frequency of atomic bonds will be also
changed. Consequently, in any attempt to impact on petroleum components with using external excitation
sources, should be taken into account the temperature factor and must be established connection between the
source of impact and temperature (Fischer and Radom, 2001).
The determination of laws governing the behavior of hydrogen and other atoms at the resonant frequencies and
the relationship of these frequencies with the temperature can become an additional and main way on the
effectiveness of existing methods of impact on the oil feedstock (Göltl, 2014).
In a carbon-hydrogen mixture, the prevailing compounds are “С – С” and “С – Н”. To change physical-chemical
properties of oil, the latter should be influenced upon. As the rule, such influence is produced by means of
heating a hydrocarbon mixture (oil) and its fractionation.
But what is the temperature range, in which it would be possible to obtain the maximum effect? And what else
should be done to raise the efficiency of acting upon oil, to increase the output of light oil products (diesel,
kerosene, benzene fractions).
2. Materials and Methods
As it is known from practice, the principal reserve is acting upon heavy molecules within the range of
temperatures from 350°С to 500°С and higher (to make these molecules disintegrate into lighter ones, which
brings about increase of the output of light oil products). In practice, oil-processing enterprises use an expensive
technique (multiple vacuum distillation). However, there is a more efficient method, which does not require
expensive installations and allows obtaining up to 70% light oil products (of the supplied amount of oil) with just
one atmospheric column used. The essence of this method lies in the knowledge of behavior of hydrogen atoms
at resonant frequencies (temperatures), when (with minimum energy input «from outside») the «С – Н» bonds
are broken. As a result, the number of light molecules is increased, which gives an increase of the output of light
oil products.
So, to affect heavy molecules in the temperature range above 350°C, we use the resonant characteristic of
hydrogen.
Taking hydrogen Н for the basis, in the “121×121” matrix we shall have:
Tionization 11 H = 58564K , Eionization 11 H = 13.619eV ;
Tionization 11 H = 58291℃ , Eionization 11 H = 13.555eV

The resonant temperature characteristics are determined as follows:
Tresonance ( K ) =

58564
= 484K ;
121

58291
= 481.74℃ .
121
The minimum temperature (per one quantum-state) will correspondingly be equal to 4 K or 3.98 °С. Let us take
temperature in °C for the basis. The matrix of hydrogen 11H will look as presented in Figure 1, while the matrix
of carbon 126С reduced to the single coordinates is presented in Figure 2.
Tresonance (℃) =

Therefore, applying the rule of displacement of the electron shells (see above), we can see that on the first
electron shell of the atom of carbon (in the scale of the “121×121” matrix on the sixth quantum-state for
hydrogen 11H ) the temperature is 58291℃ / z = 58291/ 6 = 9715℃
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Figure 1. The hydrogen matrix ( 11H ). Temperature in ºC is taken for the basis.

Figure 2. The carbon matrix ( 11H ) brought into the “single coordinates”.
These explanations are sufficient for understanding. Further calculations are made in a relatively simple way.
3. Results
The basis of the calculation may be either energy potential Е, to be further converted in temperature through the
formula E = 2.32549 10−4 T ° or immediately the temperature itself ( Tionization ).
Let us adopt for calculation the simplest option, i.e. calculation through Tionization 11 H = 58564K .

Let us calculate resonant frequencies and temperature range of the “С – Н” compound. As the two atoms
12 12
6C 6

1
1

С and

H are interconnected, they affect upon each other, therefore the resonant temperature will have

the range from Tmin to Tmax.
Let us begin our calculation from carbon

12 12
6C 6

С , as it will define the main characteristics (of the bond) due to

the fact its charge and weight are six times as big as those of hydrogen 11H , and, correspondingly, it will define
the maximum constituent of equilibrium radiation.
As

the

temperature

of

ionization

of

hydrogen

(

Tionization 11 H

)

is

equal

to

58564K = 13.619eV / ( 2.32549 10−4 eV / degree ) , all other atoms with charge z (sum of oscillators) will have the

temperature of equilibrium radiation on the first own electron shell in the “121×121” matrix z times lower.
For carbon

12
6

С , z = 6, therefore the temperature on the first shell of the atom of carbon (in the scale of the

matrix of hydrogen) will be six times lower than Tionization 11 H .
To

proceed

from

K

to

°С,

let

us

apply

the
314

approach

Tionization 11 H = Tionization ( K ) − 273 ,

then
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Tionization 11 H (℃) = 58564K − 273 = 58291℃ (see above).

As

С has charge z = 6, Tionization 11 H (℃) of the atom of carbon, with n = 1 (when the atom is unexcited) will

12
6

be equal to:
Tionization 126 C (℃) = 58291℃ / 6 = 9715℃.

4. Discussion

According to the theory of the state of thermal equilibrium and equilibrium thermal radiation, if a charge
z=6
= k = 6 , based on the formula E = h ν ,
z =1

(number of oscillators) increases with a factor equal to k,

frequency ν should also increase with a factor of k (as h – Planck’s constant has a fixed value).
At the same time, ν = R / n 2 , where R is the Rydberg’s constant, which is also fixed. Correspondingly, to make
frequency increase with a factor of k (compared to hydrogen

1
1

H , k = z times), the number of n2 (the number of

an electron shell) should become к or z as low (that is another variant confirming that the adopted approach to
quantization (displacement) of electron shells is true) (Sitkoff, et al., 1994; Petrangeli, 2006; Shao, et al., 2006;
Spooner, et al., 2014.).
Therefore, for the atom of carbon

12 12
6C 6

С , the resonant frequency, corresponding to the resonant frequency of

the atom of hydrogen in the scale of the “121×121” matrix, will be on the shell (in the quantum-state)
n2 / z =

121
= 20.166 .We have taken n 2 = 121 , i.e. the resonant frequency of the atom of hydrogen will be
6

found on the eleventh shell, or on the first sublevel of the eleventh shell ( W121 = Eionization / 121 ).
As we know, n 2 / z is the number of quantum-states ( 20.166 481.74℃ = 9715℃), while the square root of
n 2 / z is the number of shell (from the first shell to the eleventh shell). Hence, for the atom of carbon

12
6

С n

will be equal to:
n = n 2 / z = 20.166 = 4.49.

However, the number of a shell may only be integer (Kaminski, et al., 2001; Arjunan, et al., 2014; Gordon, et al.,
2014), correspondingly, resonant temperatures for carbon 126С in the “121×121” matrix will be on integer
numbers to 4.49, i.e. 4 and 5: nresonance 1=4, nresonance 2=5.
In the formula of permissible values of the internal energy of the atom En =

− me e 4 z 2
(with n =1, 2, 3 … 11)
2 n2

was applied the approach which uses the “single coordinates”: z2 = z1·z2 (z1=z2), where z1 is used with Тionization
1
1

H /z, and z2 – with n2/z. I.e. z1 is used for the state of thermal equilibrium, and z2 is used for equilibrium

thermal radiation.
Let us calculate temperatures for n = 4 and n = 5 of the atom of carbon:
Т4 (°С) for
Т5 (°С) for

12
6C

= 9715 / n 2 = 9715 / 16 = 607.2℃ ;

12
6C

= 9715 / n 2 = 9715 / 25 = 388.6 .
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Here, the resonant temperature is calculated as follows:
Tresonance 126 C = 9715 / 20.166 = 481.74℃.

However, this resonant temperature (481.74 °С) does not fall to an integer number of the electron shell (4.49),
therefore, it will only appear (be enabled) due to the external factors, rather than the atom of carbon itself. This
will be the very case, when we shall excite the С – Н bond through the resonant constituent of hydrogen, acting
upon it (481.74 °С). This Тresonance is used in the invention to achieve an increase of the output of light oil
products (Guilbert, et al., 2014; Inada, et al., 2005)
So, what the result can we get with n=4 and n=5?
Т4=607.2°С; Т5=388.6°С.
However, we have to determine the range of temperatures for the С – Н bond; knowing that the nucleus charge
and weight of hydrogen

1
1

H are six times smaller than those of carbon

12
6

С , let us determine the percentage

1
ratio between these numbers from the relation z 11 H / z 126 C = .
6
Since we have two oscillators taken together, temperature Т, which is common for the equilibrium state and
equilibrium radiation for

1
С will be changed (decreased) in the С – Н bond by   100 = 16.66 and the
6

12
6

following temperature range will be formed:
1. T4max = 607.2℃ ;
T4min = 607.2℃ − 16.6 = 506℃ ;

2. T5max = 388.6℃ ;
T5max = 388.6℃ − 16.6 = 323.9℃ .
It can be seen from these calculations, that they are based on the above-mentioned materials.

To make the reasoning more illustrative, and to compare the obtained results to the practical ones, Figure 3 and
Figure 4 are supplemented presenting an oil diagram. Devon oil is very light (Figure 3), therefore its lower
resonant temperatures range is moved to the left (closer to zero) to a great extent than in case with another
heavier oils.
When acting upon the hydrocarbon mixture through hydrogen ( 11H ) - his resonant frequency:

Fres = (153.510 + 210 × 562.311) ×108 ( Hz ) .

Figure 3. Annex to the calculation of “C-H” compositions resonant temperatures for hydrocarbon mixture (for oil)
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Figure 4. Diagram of excitations of hydrocarbon liquid (oil) in the stock container produced through excitation
of hydrogen
When acting upon the hydrocarbon mixture through

1
1

H , we have not zone А (see Figure 3), i.e. the zone of

endothermic effect, which is constantly present in the unexcited mixture or cracking zone, but zone B (see Figure
4), i.e. the zone of exothermal effect arising in the hydrocarbon mixture after the latter has been affected through
hydrogen

1
1

H , made in the laboratory conditions with an instrument, and showing the relation between the oil

weight and its temperature. Resonant temperature ranges of oil (which match almost exactly the above-obtained
calculated results) can be clearly seen in the diagram.
Deviations are common, but they are not very significant and are characterized by oil quality (its purity), i.e.
content of sulfur, paraffin, asphalt-resin substances, etc.
A specimen under investigation was heated up to 700°С, therefore the calculated temperatures are presented in
the graph in an illustrative and complete way (throughout the whole temperature range).
5. Conclusions

In this paper were identified additional opportunities to specify the resonant excitation temperature of oil and the
relationship between temperature and frequency characteristics of the atoms and molecules. Since the
calculations are done for hydrogen protons, for more carbonated structures it would be much more complicated.
Because of the latter, further studies are needed including in calculation the data obtained by instrumental
methods, which could take into account with a high accuracy heteroatom-containing and metal compounds. As a
result, it may be possible to include the matrices of heteroelements and metals into the quantum-chemical
calculations, considering the asymmetry and defects of their molecular structures.
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